Topic Readers

People Who Help Us
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This is a teacher.
He works in a school.
He helps us to read.
He helps us to write.
He has lots of pens.
True or false

A doctor works in a surgery. ________
A police officer gives us medicine. _______
A teacher works in the street. _______
A postal worker gives us medicine. _______
A fire fighter works in a library. _______
A crossing warden works in the street. ___
A doctor drives a fire engine. _______
A police officer keeps us safe. _______
A postal worker rides a bike. _______

This is a crossing warden. She works in the street. She stops the cars. She helps us across the road. She keeps us safe. She carries a big stick.
This is a doctor.
She works in a surgery.
She helps us to feel better.
She gives us medicine.
She carries a stethoscope.

Activities
Match the picture to the name

Doctor

Fire fighter

Crossing warden

Police Officer
This is a postal worker. He takes letters to houses. He takes parcels to houses. He carries a big bag. The bag is red. Sometimes he drives a van. Sometimes he rides a bike. Sometimes he walks.

This is a fire fighter. He works in a fire station. He drives a red fire engine. He puts out fires. He saves people. He carries a big hose pipe.
This is a police officer.  
He works for the police force. 
He helps to catch criminals. 
He talks to people in the community. 
He carries a radio and a whistle. 
Sometimes he drives a car. 
Sometimes he rides a bike. 
Sometimes he walks in the street.

This is a librarian. 
She works in a library. 
She helps us to find books. 
She asks people to keep quiet. 
Sometimes she works on the computer. 
Sometimes she reads stories to children.